Cookies Policy

Cookies Policy
YouCanTrade.com (“YouCanTrade”) uses cookies to offer a better browsing experience and collect usage information. The
information set out in this policy is provided in addition to the TradeStation Group, Inc. and subsidiaries (“we” or “our”)
Privacy Notice, and should be read alongside our Privacy Notice.
Use of Cookies by YouCanTrade.com
Cookies are small text files that are placed on your computer by websites that you visit. They are widely used in order to
make websites work, or work more efficiently, as well as to provide information to the owners of the site. The table below
explains the cookies we use and why. This table (together with the rest of this policy) is subject to change from time to
time.

Cookie

Name

Purpose

Google Analytics

_ga
_gaexp
_gid

These cookies are used to collect
anonymous information about how
visitors reach the YouCanTrade
website and how they use the
website. We use this information to
compile reports that help us improve
the performance of the website.

Google Campaigns

utm_campaign
utm_content
utm_medium
utm_offer
utm_source
utm_terms

Used to track click‐throughs from
banner advertisements.

Facebook Advertising

_fbp

Facebook advertising click‐through
tracking

Membership

pmpro_visit

Contains unique identifiers and control
variables necessary for the normal
functioning of the membership
features of the site.

Privacy

Privacy_embeds

Remembers if the visitor has accepted
the cookie policy

Sleeknote

SNS
SNC

Used in concert with analytics and
customization logic to improve the
performance of the website.
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PHP Session ID

PHPSESSID

This is a general‐purpose identifier
used to maintain user session variables
and preferences. Typically stores a
randomly generated ID upon each user
session.

WordPress

fusionredux_current_tab
wp‐settings‐86
wp‐settings‐time‐86
wp_loggged_in…

Required for normal operation of
WordPress core functionality that
drives the website features.

How Do I Change My Cookie Settings?
Most web browsers allow some control of most cookies through the browser settings. Please be aware that if you should
elect to refuse or delete cookies provided by a YouCanTrade website or service, you may experience some inconvenience
in your use of YouCanTrade products and services. To find out more about cookies, including how to see what cookies
have been set, visit www.aboutcookies.org or www.allaboutcookies.org.

Find out how to manage cookies on popular browsers:
Google Chrome
Microsoft Edge
Mozilla Firefox
Microsoft Internet Explorer
Opera
Apple Safari
To find information relating to other browsers, visit the browser developer’s website.
To opt out of being tracked by Google Analytics across all websites, visit http://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout.
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